A Constitutional Reform and a Bill of Law for Neuroprotection were Introduced to the Chilean Senate

On October 7th, the Chilean Congress made history in the world of neurotechnology. Through an international online conference: scientists, policy makers, and members of the private sector, including the NeuroRights Initiative Director, Rafael Yuste, and the Chilean Senator, Guido Girardi, presented a Constitutional Reform and Neuroprotection Bills to the Chilean Senate. This makes Chile the worldwide leader in the establishment of NeuroRights.

Watch the Recording in Spanish Here
Article in the Spanish Newspaper "El País" about the NeuroRights Project in Chile

On October 8th, the Spanish publication "El País" published an article about the NeuroRights Project in Chile. The article discusses the timeline of the event held on October 7th and its participants. It is available originally in Spanish but it has been translated by our team and it is now available in English on our website.

Read it in Spanish Here

Read it in English Here

Article in the Chilean Newspaper "La Tercera" about the NeuroRights Project in Chile

https://mailchi.mp/87ecd8358547/5thf22y81-9395212?e=95ddb90fcc
We also wanted to highlight the article on the Chilean publication "La Tercera" about the NeuroRights Project in Chile. It is available originally in Spanish but it has been translated to English and posted on our website.

Read it in Spanish Here

Read it in English Here

Interview with the NRI director, Rafael Yuste, about the NeuroRights Event in Chile

On October 10th, Ramona D Reports interviewed the NRI Director, Dr. Yuste, about the BRAIN Initiative, the NeuroRights Initiative, and NeuroRights advocacy in Chile.

Watch it in English Here

Be Sure to Register for the Brain Computer-
Interfaces Symposium

Don’t forget to Register for the Brain Computer-Interfaces—Innovation, Security, and Society Symposium happening November 19, 2020. This will be a multidisciplinary symposium organized by the NeuroTechnology Center at Columbia University and the NeuroRights Initiative at Columbia University, with sponsorship from the Columbia IBM Center for Blockchain and Data Transparency and the Columbia Data Science Institute.

Due to Covid-19, this will be an online symposium. The conference will be streamed live on YouTube!

Register for Free Here
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